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The molecular structure and conformational properties of S-ethyl trifluorothioacetate,
CF3COSCH2CH3, were determined in the gas phase by electron diffraction and vibrational
spectroscopy �IR and Raman�. The experimental investigations were supplemented by ab initio
�Møller Plesset of second order� and density functional theory quantum chemical calculations at
different levels of theory. Both experimental and theoretical methods reveal two structures with Cs

�anti, anti� and C1 �anti, gauche� symmetries, although there are disagreements about which is more
stable. The electron diffraction intensities are best interpreted with a mixture of 51�3�% anti, anti
and 49�3�% anti, gauche conformers. This conformational preference was studied using the total
energy scheme and the natural bond orbital scheme. In addition, the infrared spectra of
CF3COSCH2CH3 are reported for the gas, liquid and solid phases as well as the Raman spectrum of
the liquid. Using calculated frequencies as a guide, evidence for both Cs and C1 structures is
obtained in the IR spectra. Harmonic vibrational frequencies and scaled force fields have been
calculated for both conformers. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3267633�

I. INTRODUCTION

S-ethyl trifluorothioacetate, CF3COSCH2CH3, is a trif-
luoroacetylating agent used to provide an amine-protecting
group.1 The intense electrophilic nature of the trifluoroacyl
group combined with the unusual aminophilicity of the sul-
fur atom makes it ideal for use in peptide syntheses.2

Thioesters such as CF3COSCH2CH3 are also important com-
ponents of coenzyme A, which plays an essential role in
metabolism. The microwave spectra of several ethyl
thioesters were reported by True et al. in 1981,3 though no-
tably they determined the existence of only one stable con-
former of the title molecule.

Our previous studies of various esters of trifluoroacetic
acid with the general formula CF3CO2R �Refs. 4–6� �R
=CH3, CH2CH3, CH2CF3� have therefore been extended to
include the related thioester, CF3COSCH2CH3, the first of
the type CF3COXR. Although the structural and conforma-
tional properties of simple oxoesters and thioesters have
been studied by several groups mainly because of the central
role of thioesters in the metabolic process, the factors con-
trolling this behavior are far from being understood. This
was highlighted in an extensive computational study under-
taken by Drueckhammer et al.7 The role played by experi-
mental structural studies in understanding the behavior of
molecules has been recently discussed,8 and gas electron dif-
fraction �GED� has already been used to determine the struc-
tures of many uSCvOu containing compounds. In addi-

tion to the early work of Shen and Hagen on ClC�O�SCl,9 the
GED group of Oberhammer et al. reported gas-phase struc-
tures for several related species.10–15

Here we investigate the characteristic conformations and
force constants of CF3COSCH2CH3; the comparison of the
conformations and geometrical parameters with those of
CF3CO2CH2CH3 �Ref. 5� is particularly interesting. We have
determined the structure of the molecule using GED, and
additionally, infrared and Raman spectra have been recorded
for different physical states and the molecular structures and
vibrational wavenumbers of the different conformers were
calculated quantum mechanically. The spectral features were
subsequently assigned to the different normal modes of vi-
bration. The study was complemented by natural bond or-
bital �NBO� analysis to assess the significance of hypercon-
jugative interactions, which would favor one conformation
over another.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples of CF3COSCH2CH3 for use in both electron
diffraction and spectroscopy experiments were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.
All handling was performed under dry nitrogen to protect the
samples from atmospheric humidity.

A. Infrared and raman spectroscopy

Infrared spectra for CF3COSCH2CH3 in the liquid and
solid phases were recorded in the 4000–400 cm−1 range at
room temperature using a Perkin-Elmer GX1 Fourier trans-
form infrared instrument. A glass cell with a 10 cm optical
path and Si windows was used to obtain the gas-phase spec-
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tra. The spectrum for the solid was obtained after depositing
the compound from the vacuum line onto a KBr window,
maintained at about 197 K, in a variable temperature RIIC
�VLT-2� cell. Raman spectra of the liquid at room tempera-
ture, polarized at 0° and 90°, were obtained with a Fourier
Transform-Raman RFS 100/S spectrometer using 1064 nm
light from an Nd-YAG �Neodymium-doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet� laser for excitation.

B. GED

Data were collected for CF3COSCH2CH3 on Kodak
Electron Image films using the Edinburgh GED apparatus.16

The accelerating voltage was held at approximately 40 keV,
yielding electrons with a wavelength of approximately 6 pm.
Data were collected at two nozzle-to-film distances to in-
crease the range of angles over which scattering was ob-
served. The nozzle was at room temperature �approximately
293 K�, while the sample was cooled to 253 K for both
experiments.

The scattering patterns were converted into digital form
using an Epson Expression 1680 Pro flatbed scanner and an
extraction program described elsewhere.17 Data reduction
and least-squares refinements were performed using the
ED@ED V.3.0 program18 employing the scattering factors of
Ross et al.19 The weighting points for the off-diagonal
weight matrices, correlation parameters, and scale factors for
both nozzle-to-film distances are given in Table S1.20

C. Computational details

Calculations were performed using the resources of the
United Kingdom National Service for Computational Chem-
istry Software �NSCCS�,21 running the GAUSSIAN 03 suite of
programs.22 Potential-energy curves were calculated at the
MP2, mPW1PW91, and B3LYP levels using the 6-31G�d�,
6-311G�d,p�, and 6-311++G�d,p� basis sets, as well as using
the B3LYP/6-311G�3df,3dp� combination, and two minima
were identified by rotating about the SuC�H2� bond. All
calculations were performed in such a way that only the
given torsion was fixed and all other parameters were al-
lowed to relax. The total energy curve was constructed in
steps of 5° or 10° using default convergence criteria as
implemented in GAUSSIAN 03.22

The minima related to one Cs-symmetric structure and
one with C1 symmetry. The difference in total energy be-
tween the two minima was small. The calculations showed
that only structures with staggered CH3 and CF3 groups were
real.

Geometry optimizations were performed for both con-
formers at the MP2 �Ref. 23� and density functional theory
�DFT� methods with the 6-311G�d�,24 6-311G�3df,3pd�,25–27

and 6-311++G�d,p� �Ref. 28� basis sets. One of the DFT
methods used Becke’s B3 �Ref. 18� hybrid exchange func-
tional and the Lee–Yang–Parr nonlocal correlation functional
�LYP�.29 The second DFT method was mPW1PW91, which
used a modified Perdew–Wang exchange functional and
Perdew–Wang 91 correlation functional.30 All calculations
were spin-restricted and frozen-core. At the B3LYP /6-311
++G�d,p� level, the free energies of the two conformers

were calculated, showing that the Cs-symmetric conformer
was lower in energy than the C1 conformer by approximately
2.6 kJ mol−1.

Vibrational frequencies were calculated from analytic
second derivatives to check that optimized structures repre-
sented minima on the potential-energy surface. Force con-
stants calculated at the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level were
subsequently used, along with the program SHRINK,31 to ob-
tain initial amplitudes of vibration and also to calculate cur-
vilinear distance correction terms for use in the GED refine-
ment. The structure obtained from the refinement is therefore
of the type rh1. A NBO calculation was performed at the
B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level using the NBO 3.0 code32 as
implemented in the GAUSSIAN 03 package.22

A harmonic force field in Cartesian coordinates calcu-
lated at the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level was transformed
to a set of natural internal �local symmetry� coordinates33 via
the B matrix34 using a standard program. The scaled quan-
tum mechanical �SQM� force field was obtained using the
scheme outlined by Pulay et al.,35 in which the diagonal
force constants are multiplied by scale factors f i , f j , . . ., and
the corresponding interaction constants are multiplied by
�f if j�1/2, thus adjusting the scale factors to reproduce the ex-
perimental frequencies as well as possible. An initial set of
scale factors was refined to fit the calculated frequencies to
the experimental data. No empirical correction of the theo-
retical geometry was used. The potential-energy distribution
was then calculated with the resulting SQM force field. The
force field for the Cs conformation, scaling, and determina-
tion of the potential-energy distribution were performed with
the program FCARTP.36 The atomic displacements given by
the GAUSSIAN 03 program for each vibrational mode were
used to understand the nature of the molecular vibrations
qualitatively, and for that purpose, the corresponding data
were represented graphically using the GAUSSVIEW

program.37

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Quantum chemical calculations

Two stable conformations, with C1 �anti, gauche� and Cs

�anti, anti� symmetries �Fig. 1�, were identified with every
combination of theory and basis set that was used.
In the anti, anti conformation �Fig. 1�b��, the
C�15�C�16�S�28�C�21� and C�16�S�28�C�21�C�24� dihedral
angles are both 180°. In the anti, gauche conformations �two
enantiomeric forms�, the C�1�C�2�S�14�C�7� dihedral angles
are 180°, while the C�2�S�14�C�7�C�10� dihedral angle has a
gauche value of approximately + /−80°.

Calculated geometrical parameters for CF3COSCH2CH3

are listed in Table I along with parameters from the experi-
mental electron diffraction structure. As was found for the
related compound CH3SO2SCH3,38 the inclusion of extra po-
larization functions �beyond a single d function� is necessary
to predict the bond lengths in this type of molecule accu-
rately. The parameter most sensitive to this orbital descrip-
tion is the XuS bond, which was shortened by 1.4 pm.
upon replacing the 6-311G�d� basis set with
6-311G�3df,3pd�. All bonds involving the sulfur atom were

214303-2 Lestard et al. J. Chem. Phys. 131, 214303 �2009�
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shortened by over 1 pm., but the remaining bond lengths
were relatively unchanged. An additional geometry optimi-
zation was performed with the 6-311G�d� basis on all atoms
except the sulfur atom, for which a 6-311G�3df� basis set
was used. This produced a geometry close to both the experi-
mental structure and to that calculated using the
6-311G�3df,3pd� basis set, demonstrating that only the polar-
ization of the basis set on sulfur is critical for obtaining ac-
curate bond lengths in these types of structures. �See Table
S2 for the root-mean-square deviations �RMSD� between the
GED distances and some calculated ones.�20

In 1981 True et al.3 measured the barrier to rotation
about the CSCC dihedral angle in CF3COSCH2CH3 using
microwave spectroscopy. The barrier height was found to be

5.85 kJ mol−1, which differs significantly from the computed
results quoted in this work. The same microwave spectro-
scopic study determined the presence of only one conformer
�the anti, gauche structure� rather than the two conformers
identified by our calculations and evident in the GED and
vibrational spectroscopy results. Studying the nature of the
CSCC barrier is extremely interesting as we will be able to
find the two conformations reported by GED and the causes
of their stability.

The potential-energy scans about the SuC�H2� bond at
the MP2, mPW1PW91, and B3LYP levels using the 6-311
++G�d,p� basis set and using the B3LYP/6-311G�3df,3pd�
combination are shown in Fig. 2. There is good agreement
between methods, identifying two stable forms, one with C1

symmetry and another with Cs symmetry. The total and rela-

FIG. 1. Molecular structures �including atom numbering used in the GED
refinement� of �a� the C1 conformer and �b� the Cs conformer of
CF3COSCH2CH3.

TABLE I. Selected calculated and experimental �GED� geometrical parameters for CF3COSCH2CH3 and CF3CO2CH2CH3.

CF3COSCH2CH3 CF3CO2CH2CH3
a

Cs conformer C1 conformer Cs conformer C1 conformer

Geometrical parameterb GED Calculatedc GED Calculatedc GED Calculatedc GED Calculatedc

Distances
C�15�uF mean 134.0 133.8 134.0 133.7 134.4 134.2 133.8 134.2
C�15�uC�16� 154.6 154.6 154.6 154.6 154.5 154.3 154.6 154.4
C�16�vO�20� 121.6 121.4 121.6 121.4 121.2 120.6 121.3 120.7
C�16�uS /O�28� 175.9 175.0 176.1 175.2 133.1 133.0 133.0 132.9
S /O�28�uC�21� 182.7 181.5 182.6 181.5 145.4 145.1 145.6 145.5
C�21�uC�24� 153.3 152.6 153.2 152.5 150.8 151.2 151.2 151.6
Angles
C�15�uC�16�uS /O�28� 114.3 115.2 113.7 114.6 110.1 109.6 110.1 109.4
C�16�uS /O�28�uC�21� 95.9 97.4 95.9 97.6 114.6 114.7 115.1 115.4
S /O�28�uC�21�uC�24� 111.3 109.3 115.0 112.8 104.4 106.9 109.3 110.7
Dihedral angles
C�15�uC�16�uS /O�28�uC�21� 180.0 180.0 161.4 173.8 180.0 180.0 182.4 179.9
C�16�uS /O�28�uC�21�uC�24� 180.0 180.0 �78.0 �78.4 180.0 180.0 98.7 86.0

aReference 4.
bDistances in picometer and angles in degrees.
cMP2 /6-311++G�d,p�.

FIG. 2. Torsional potential about the S–C�H2� bond of CF3COSCH2CH3

calculated at MP2, mPW1PW91, and B3LYP levels using the 6-311+
+G�d,p� basis set.

214303-3 CF3COSCH2CH3 conformational vibrational study J. Chem. Phys. 131, 214303 �2009�
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tive energies of the conformers given by various calculations
are listed in Table II. At the MP2 /6-311++G�d,p� level the
free energies of the two conformers showed that the
C1-symmetric conformer was lower in energy than the Cs

conformer by approximately 7.85 kJ mol−1; at the
B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level the corresponding energy dif-
ference was 2.60 kJ mol−1, with the Cs conformer lower in
energy. There is therefore significant disagreement as to the
composition of the gas-phase sample that should be deter-
mined experimentally by GED.

For both of the conformers identified above, the free
energy calculated using the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p�
method was used along with the average temperature of the
experiment to estimate �using the Boltzmann distribution�
the amount of each conformer that should be observed in the
gas phase. As the difference in free energy was calculated to
be 2.60 kJ mol−1 �Cs conformer lower in energy� and as the
C1 conformer has a double multiplicity relative to the Cs

conformer, the ratio of C1 to Cs conformers was predicted to
be 0.41:0.59.

In order to investigate the energetic consequences of ro-
tating about the SuC�H2� bond, the torsional barrier has
been characterized using two different schemes. In the first
one, the NBO partitioning scheme has been applied in order
to decompose the total energy into the ELewis and Edeloc

terms. In the second one, the total energy changes have been
decomposed as a sum of potential and kinetic contributions.
MP2 /6-311++G�d,p� and B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� have
been selected as representative of the methods used in this
work for the energy decomposition as they yield good results
for barrier height and molecular geometry, respectively. Be-
cause the results from the two methods for the selected levels
are similar, we will concentrate our discussion on
B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p�. Plots for HF /6-311++G�d,p� and
MP2 /6-311++G�d,p� appear as Figures S1 and S2,
respectively.20

B. Contributions of the lewis and delocalization
energies to the barrier

NBO analysis has frequently been used in the evaluation
of the anomeric effect and the origin of the internal rotation

barrier. NBO analysis allows us to estimate the energy of the
molecule with the same geometry but in the absence of the
electronic delocalization. Moreover, only the steric and elec-
trostatic interactions through the term ELewis are taken into
account.39–42

Following this scheme, the energy barrier �Ebarrier can
be written as a function of bond strength, hyperconjugation,
and steric repulsion,

�Ebarrier = �ELewis + �Edeloc = �Estruct + �Eexc + �Edeloc,

�1�

where �Estruct takes into account Coulombic and bond-
energy changes in the classical structure, �Eexc �known as
the Pauli exchange �or steric� repulsion energy� accounts for
the non-Coulombic energy changes arising from the Pauli
exclusion principle, and �Edeloc describes the hyperconjuga-
tive stabilization.

Table S3 �Ref. 20� presents the contributions from the
localized electron density �ELewis� and the delocalized elec-
tron density �Edeloc� to the rotation barrier about the
SuC�H2� bond at the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level. This
table shows that the Lewis energy is decisive for the ener-
getic preference; its minima correspond to the anti, anti and
anti, gauche conformers. When electronic delocalization is
lacking, the steric effect would be dominant in both conform-
ers but greater in the anti, anti conformer as expected for an
anomeric effect of stereoelectronic origin �Fig. 3�.

The delocalization energy difference, �Edeloc, is greater
for the anti, anti conformer than for the anti, gauche con-
former. This effect of the anti, gauche structure in
CF3COSCH2CH3 can be rationalized by orbital interactions
between the two sulfur lone pairs �lp S� and the
vicinal antibonding orbitals. According to an NBO
analysis, the anomeric orbital interaction lp S�14 /28�
→��C�7 /21�uC�10 /24�, which only appears in the anti,
gauche form, is 14.92 kJ mol−1 �see Table S4�.20

TABLE II. Free energies �zero-point corrected�, differences in free energies �energies in hartrees�, and differences in total energies �not zero-point corrected�
for two conformers of CF3COSCH2CH3 at different levels of theory.

Method Basis set G�C1� G�Cs�
�ET

�kJ mol−1�
�Ga

�kJ mol−1�
Barrier heightb

�kJ mol−1�

B3LYP 6-31G�d� �928.318 21 �928.318 20 �1.93 �0.03 25.57
6-311G�d,p� �928.504 02 �928.503 88 �2.83 �0.36 26.55
6-311G�3df,3dp� �928.551 07 �928.551 08 �2.15 0.03 23.79
6-311++G�d,p� �928.519 62 �928.520 61 �2.07 2.60 26.52

MP2 6-31G�d� �926.346 79 �926.346 52 �3.58 �0.71 30.37
6-311++G�d,p� �926.716 74 �926.713 75 �4.10 �7.85 31.92

mPW1PW91 6-31G�d� �928.199 55 �928.199 52 �2.03 �1.15 26.88
6-311G�d,p� �928.374 32 �928.374 21 �3.09 �0.31 27.90
6-311++G�d,p� �928.388 67 �928.388 77 �2.21 0.27 27.51

Experimentalc 5.85

a�G=G�C1�−G�Cs�.
b�G=ET�TS�−ET�C1�.
cValue from the microwave study in Ref. 3.
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C. Contribution of different potential-energy terms to
the barrier

In our second approach, we have performed an investi-
gation of the energy barrier based on the partition offered by
the scheme,

�E = �Enn + �Een + �Eee + �Ek, �2�

where �E is the total energy change between structures of
different geometries, �Enn is the energy change for nuclear
repulsion, �Een is the change in electronic-nuclear attraction
energy, �Eee is the change in electron repulsion, and �Ek is
the change in kinetic energy. It can be seen that this equation
describes the total energy change as a sum of all potential
and kinetic contributions.

Table S5 �Ref. 20� illustrates the fact that the repulsive
terms, Eee and Enn, are smallest in the most stable conforma-
tion and that they increase when going to the top of the
barrier, while the attractive term Een favors the anti, gauche
�C1� conformer. More detailed results for the energy as a
function of the CSCC torsion are shown in Fig. 4.

The relative stabilization of the Cs conformer could be
interpreted as a repulsive interaction between the lone pairs
on sulfur and the electronic charge of the
C�7 /21�uC�10 /24� bond, which is minimized when the
symmetry is Cs. This is commensurate with the fact that the
repulsive terms, Eee and Enn, are smaller in the Cs conformer.
The lone pairs, named lp�1� and lp�2�, on the S atom are
considerably more stable in the Cs conformer than in the C1

conformer. The same trend is observed for the
��C�7 /21�uC�10 /24�� bond orbitals and their antibonding
counterparts. The energies and occupancies of the NBOs are
listed in Table S6.20

IV. GED STUDY

On the basis of the calculations described above
�MP2 /6-311++G�d,p��, a two-conformer model was writ-
ten �conformer 1 with C1 symmetry and conformer 2 with Cs

symmetry�, describing both geometries in terms of 36 refin-
able parameters, comprising eight bond lengths and differ-
ences, 24 angles and differences, and four dihedral angles
�for conformer 1 only�. One extra parameter was included
�see Table III� to allow the proportion of each conformer
present in the mixture to be altered. The atom numbering
used in the descriptions of the parameters is shown in Fig. 1.

All CuF, CvO, and CuC distances for both con-
formers were combined to give an overall average value, and
the individual distances �averaged across the two conform-
ers� were described using combinations of differences. The
very small differences between the values of these distances
in the two conformers were described within the model using
parameters that were fixed at calculated values and not al-
lowed to refine. The averages and differences were defined
as follows:

p1 = ��C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean�

+ �C�1/15� u F�4/18�mean�

+ 2�C�1/15� u F�3/5/17/19�mean�

+ �C�7/21� u C�10/24�mean�

+ �C�1/15� u C�2/16�mean��/6,

p2 = �C�1/15� u C�2/16�mean�

− ��C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean�

+ �C�1/15� u F�4/18�mean�

+ 2�C�1/15� u F�3/5/17/19�mean�

+ �C�7/21� u C�10/24�mean��/5,

p3 = �C�7/21� u C�10/24�mean�

− ��C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean�

+ �C�1/15� u F�4/18�mean�

+ 2�C�1/15� u F�3/5/17/19�mean��/4,

FIG. 3. Dependence of the relative total energy of the CF3COSCH2CH3

molecule and its �ELewis and �Edeloc parts on the CSCC rotation angle
calculated using the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� method.

FIG. 4. Dependence of attractive ��Ene� and repulsive ��Enn and �Eee�
energy increments on the CSCC dihedral angle in CF3COSCH2CH3 calcu-
lated at the B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level.

214303-5 CF3COSCH2CH3 conformational vibrational study J. Chem. Phys. 131, 214303 �2009�
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p4 = �C�1/15� u F�3/5/17/19�mean�

− ��C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean�

+ �C�1/15� u F�4/18�mean��/2,

p5 = �C�1/15� u F�4/18�mean�

− �C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean� ,

and the distances were constructed thus

�C�2/16� v O�6/20�mean� = p1 − p2/6 − p3/5 − p4/2

− p5/5,

�C�2/16� u O�14/28�mean� = p1 − p2/6 − p3/5 − p4/2

+ p5/2,

�C�1/15� u F�3/17�mean� = p1 − p2/6 − p3/5 + p4/2,

�C�1/15� u F�4/5/18/19�mean� = p1 − p2/6 + 4 � p3/5,

�C�7/21� u O�14/28�mean� = p1 + 5 � p2/6.

The mean CuS distances were described by the average of
�C�2 /16�uS�14–28�mean� and �C�7 /21�uS�14 /28�mean�
and the difference between them �p6–7�. A single mean
CuH parameter �p8� completed the set of distance param-
eters used in the model.

Between the two conformers there are five unique
CuCuH angles, and these were described as the overall
average and a series of four differences,

p9 = CCH�11�/6 + CCH�12�/6 + CCH�13�/6

+ CCH�25�/6 + 2 � CCH�26/27�/6,

p10 = �CCH�11�/3 + CCH�12�/3 + CCH�13�/3�

− �CCH�25�/3 + 2 � CCH�26/27�/3� ,

p11 = CCH�11�/3 − �CCH�12�/2 + CCH�13�/2� ,

p12 = CCH�12� u CCH�13� ,

TABLE III. Refined �rh1� and calculated �refers to MP2 /6-311++G�d,p�
calculations� �re� geometrical parameters for CF3COSCH2CH3 from the
GED study. �Distances �r� are in pm, and angles �� � are in degrees. See text
for parameter definitions and Fig. 1 for atom numbering. The figures in
parentheses are the estimated standard deviations of the last digits. Con-
former 1 has C1 symmetry, and conformer 2 has Cs symmetry.�

Parameter rh1 re Restraint

Independent
p1 rCF /CO /CC average 138.58�12� 138.29 ¯

p2 rCF /CO /CC difference 1 19.24�35� 19.57 19.57�50�
p3 rCF /CO /CC difference 2 22.29�43� 21.90 21.90�50�
p4 rCF /CO /CC difference 3 6.21�39� 5.90 5.90�50�
p5 rCF /CO /CC difference 4 12.52�41� 12.60 12.60�50�
p6 rCS average 179.30�14� 178.33 ¯

p7 rCS difference �6.69�50� �6.45 �6.45�50�
p8 rCH mean 109.6�6� 109.2 109.2�7�
p9 �CCH average 112.6�10� 110.6 110.6�10�
p10 �CCH difference 1 �0.3�5� �0.3 �0.3�5�
p11 �CCH difference 2 �1.0�5� �1.1 �1.1�5�
p12 �CCH difference 3 0.2�5� 0.2 0.2�5�
p13 �CCH difference 4 �1.9�5� �2.1 �2.1�5�
p14 �H�11�C�10�H�13� 108.2�9� 108.2 108.2�8�
p15 �H�11�C�10�H�12� 108.5�9� 108.4 108.4�8�
p16 �H�25�C�24�H�26 /27� 108.2�9� 108.1 108.1�8�
p17 �CSC mean 95.9�6� 97.5 97.5�10�
p18 �SCC�F3� average 114.0�3� 114.9 114.9�10�
p19 �SCC�F3� difference �0.5�5� �0.6 �0.6�5�
p20 �CCF average 111.4�1� 110.6 ¯

p21 �CCF difference 1 0.3�5� 0.0 0.0�5�
p22 �CCF difference 2 2.3�5� 2.7 2.7�5�
p23 �CCF difference 3 1.5�5� 1.4 1.4�5�
p24 �CCF difference 4 2.8�5� 2.8 2.8�5�
p25 �F�3�C�1�F�4� 109.0�9� 108.4 108.4�10�
p26 �F�5�C�1�F�4� 108.3�9� 108.1 108.1�10�
p27 �F�17 /19�C�15�F�18� 108.2�9� 108.2 108.2�10�
p28 �CCvO mean 119.5�6� 119.1 119.1�10�
p29 �H�8�C�7�H�9� 108.2�7� 108.3 108.3�7�
p30 �H�22�C�21�H�23� 108.3�7� 108.3 108.3�7�
p31 �SCC�H3� average 113.1�6� 111.1 ¯

p32 �SCC�H3� difference 3.8�6� 3.5 3.5�6�
p33 �F�4�C�1�C�2�S�14� 4.1�41� 16.9 ¯

p34 �C�1�C�2�S�14�C�7� 161.4�27� 173.8 ¯

p35 �C�2�S�14�C�7�C�10� �78.0�22� �78.4 �78.4�30�
p36 �H�11�C�10�C�7�S�14� �176.5�51� �178.1 �178.1�50�
p37 Amount of C1 conformer 0.49�3� 0.41 ¯

Dependent
p38 rC�2�vO�6� 121.6�3� 121.4 ¯

p39 rC�16�vO�20� 121.6�3� 121.4 ¯

p40 rC�1�uF�4� 134.1�4� 134.0 ¯

p41 rC�15�uF�18� 134.1�4� 134.0 ¯

p42 rC�1�uF�3� 133.6�2� 133.2 ¯

p43 rC�1�uF�5� 134.4�2� 134.0 ¯

p44 rC�15�uF�17 /19� 134.0�2� 133.6 ¯

p45 rC�7�uS�14� 182.6�3� 181.5 ¯

p46 rC�21�uS�28� 182.7�3� 181.6 ¯

p47 rC�7�uC�10� 153.2�5� 152.5 ¯

p48 rC�21�uC�24� 153.3�5� 152.6 ¯

p49 rC�1�uC�2� 154.6�3� 154.6 ¯

p50 rC�15�uC�16� 154.6�3� 154.6 ¯

p51 rC�2�uS�14� 176.1�3� 175.2 ¯

p52 rC�16�uS�28� 175.9�3� 175.0 ¯

p53 �CCH�11� 111.8�11� 109.7 ¯

p54 �CCH�12� 112.9�11� 110.9 ¯

TABLE III. �Continued.�

Parameter rh1 re Restraint

p55 �CCH�13� 112.7�11� 110.7 ¯

p56 �CCH�25� 111.5�11� 109.3 ¯

p57 �CCH�26 /27� 113.5�11� 111.4 ¯

p58 �C�2�S�14�C�7� 95.9�6� 97.6 ¯

p59 �C�16�S�28�C�21� 95.9�6� 97.4 ¯

p60 �CCF�4� 113.1�4� 112.4 ¯

p61 �CCF�3� 111.5�4� 110.4 ¯

p62 �CCF�5� 110.0�4� 109.0 ¯

p63 �CCF�18� 113.1�4� 112.5 ¯

p64 �CCF�17 /19� 110.3�4� 109.7 ¯

p65 �S�14�C�7�C�10� 115.0�6� 112.8 ¯

p66 �S�28�C�21�C�24� 111.3�7� 109.3 ¯

p67 �S�14�C�2�C�1� 113.7�4� 114.6 ¯

p68 �S�28�C�16�C�15� 114.3�4� 115.2 ¯
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p13 = CCH�25� u CCH�26/27� ,

with the individual angles therefore defined as

CCH�11� = p9 + p10/2 + 2 � p11/3,

CCH�12� = p9 + p10/2 − p11/3 + p12/2,

CCH�13� = p9 + p10/2 − p11/3 − p12/2,

CCH�25� = p9 − p10/2 + 2 � p13/3,

CCH�26/27� = p9 − p10/2 − p13/3.

Three HuCuH angles �p14–16� relating to the internal
angles within the methyl groups were used—two for the C1

conformer and one for the Cs conformer. As the
C�2�uS�14�uC�7� and C�16�uS�28�uC�21� angles
were calculated to be almost identical, a single mean value
�p17� was used to describe both. The S�14�uC�2�uC�1�
and S�28�uC�16�uC�15� angles were described using the
average of the two values and the difference between them

�p18–19�. In a manner identical to that used for the CCH
angles, the CCF angles were described using the average of
all five and a set of differences �p20–24�. Three FCF angles
completed the description of the CF3 groups �p25–27�. A mean
CuCvO value was used in the model �p28�, reflecting the
similarity of the calculated values for the two conformers.
The methylene groups of the two conformers were described
using different HuCuH angles �p29–30�. Unsurprisingly,
the S�14�uC�7�uC�10� and S�28�uC�21�uC�24�
angles were quite different and were therefore described us-
ing the average of the two and their difference �p31–32�. Fi-
nally, the model was completed using four dihedral angles
�p33–37� to describe the deviation of the C1 conformer from
Cs symmetry. All 36 independent geometric parameters were
refined by least-squares. Restraints were applied, using the
SARACEN method,43 to parameters that could otherwise not
be refined �Table III�. The restraints were based on values
calculated at the MP2 /6-311++G�d,p� level, and the uncer-
tainties were derived from the changes in value of each pa-
rameter during the series of calculations that was performed.
In addition, ten groups of amplitudes of vibration were re-
fined. �See Table S7 for a list of amplitudes of vibration�.20

Finally, the relative amounts of each conformer in the experi-
mental mixture were estimated by changing parameter 37 in
a stepwise manner and recording the R factor. Figure 5
shows these R factors plotted in the form RG /RG�min�
against the amount of C1 conformer, showing that the best fit
to the experimental data occurs with a ratio of C1 to Cs

conformer of approximately 49:51. Using Hamilton’s statis-
tical tables,44 the standard deviation of the amount of each
conformer has been estimated by drawing a horizontal line at
RG /RG�min�=1.016, representing the 95% confidence limit
�2��. This leads to the amount of C1 conformer, including
estimated standard deviation, of 49�3�% and a corresponding
difference in energy of 1.79 kJ mol–1, with the Cs conformer
lower in energy.

The success of the refinement can be assessed numeri-
cally using the final R factor, which was RG=0.092 �RD

TABLE IV. Selected GED experimental bond length and hyperconjugation interactions calculated with B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� to the YSC�O�R moiety. All
NBO energies are from B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� calculations from this work. Distances are in picometer, angles are in degrees, and energies are in kJ mol−1.

CF3C�O�SHa CF3C�O�SCla CF3C�O�SCH3
a CF3C�O�SCH2CH3

b ClC�O�SCH2CH3
c CH3C�O�SCH2CH3

rCuS 173.8 176.5 174.3 175.9 175.2 178.6
rSuY 133.5 201.3 180.7 182.7 180.0 184.5
rCvO 121.7 122.4 120.6 121.6 120.0 121.5
rRuC�O� 152.4 154.6 152.7 154.6 172.5 151.3
�SuCvO 127.6 126.4 126.1 125.8 127.6d 118.2
�CuSuY 96.5 99.4 98.1 95.9 103.9 104.7
n���S→��CvO 20.61 17.43 22.36 22.91 27.4 ¯

n���S→��CvO 132.13 123.64 151.61 153.23 151.1 120.75
Sum nS→��CvO 152.74 142.83 174.0 176.14 178.5 120.75
n���O→��CuS 8.78 7.48 7.77 8.19 12.62 6.77
n���O→��CuS 133.22 150.48 126.19 123.94 102.36 134.4
Sum nO→��CuS 141.99 157.96 133.97 132.13 114.99 141.2
Sum totalc 294.73 299.04 307.94 308.27 293.49 261.95

aGED parameters from Ref. 46.
bThis work.
cExperimental geometrical parameters from Ref. 47.
dCalculated value.

FIG. 5. Proportion of the C1-symmetric conformer in experimental mixture
against RG /RG�min�. The horizontal line gives an estimate of the uncertainty
�2�� of the value.
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=0.053�, and visually using the goodness of fit of the radial-
distribution and difference curves, as seen in Fig. 6, and the
molecular-scattering intensity curves �Fig. S3�.20 The least-
squares correlation matrix is given in Table S8 �Ref. 20�, and
coordinates for the final GED structures and for the calcu-
lated structures �MP2 /6-311++G�d,p�� are given in Tables
S9 and S10, respectively.20

To allow comparison of the experimental geometrical
parameters and conformation of CF3CO2CH2CH3 �Ref. 5�
with those for CF3COSCH2CH3, we present selected param-
eters in Table I. In addition, NBO analysis was performed to
quantify and compare the role of electron delocalization and
the geometrical parameters in each compound.

Replacing the single-bonded oxygen atom in the acetate
by sulfur leads to an increase in the C�16�uO�20� and
C�21�uC�24� bond lengths, which can be explained by a
decrease of 77 kJ mol−1 of the lp S /O�14 /28�
→��C�2 /16�uO�6 /20� interactions and by 3.38 kJ mol−1

of the lp S /O�14 /28�→��C�7 /21�uC�10 /24� interactions

in the thioacetate. There is a slight increase in the
C�15�uC�16�uS /O�28� angle, but the
C�16�uS /O�28�uC�21� angle is of course much narrower
in the thioacetate, having sulfur instead of oxygen as the
central atom. The C�16�uS /O�28�uC�21�uC�24� dihe-
dral angle is much smaller in the gauche conformer of the
thioacetate than in the corresponding conformer of the ac-
etate.

The differences in the molecular structure of thioesters
and oxoesters and their relation with the hyperconjugative
interaction have been confirmed by Erben et al.,45 who ob-
served that the hyperconjugative interaction is “less impor-
tant when the donor lone pair is formally located at the sulfur
atom rather than at the oxygen atom” It is interesting to
compare the effects of the substitution of both trifluoro and
ethyl groups on the RuC�O�SuY moiety. In Table IV we
present selected parameters and hyperconjugative interac-
tions for CF3C�O�SH,46 CF3C�O�SCl,46 CF3C�O�SCH3,46

CF3C�O�SCH2CH3, ClC�O�SCH2CH3,47 and

TABLE V. Frequencies /cm−1 and observed bands in the infrared and Raman spectra of CF3COSCH2CH3.

Infrareda Ramanb

Approximate
descriptionGas Liquid �RT� Low temp. �−100 °C� Liquid

3005 sh 3005 sh �a CH2

2995 sh 2995 sh 2995 sh �a CH3

2989 w �Cs� 2983 w �C1� 2982 w 2982 m 2981 �31� �Cs� 2979 sh �C1� �a CH3

2950 2947 w 2945 2947 sh �Cs� 2942 w �C1� 2941 m 2942 �100� �s CH2

2891 w �Cs� 2889 w �C1� 2886 vw 2884 vw 2885 m 2886 �24� �s CH3

1724 vs 1709 v �Cs� 1700 sh �C1� 1705 vs �Cs� 1692 vs �C1� 1708 �24� �Cs� 1696 sh �C1� � CvO
1461 w ¯ 1464 sh 	a CH3

1457 w 1457 w 1457 s 1457 �10� �Cs� 1454 �10� �C1� 	a CH3

1457 w 1420 vw 1418 m 1427 sh �Cs� 1420 �8� �C1� 	 CH2

1389 vw 1387 vw �Cs� 1383 vw �C1� 1391 sh �Cs� 1382 m �C1� 1390 �2� �Cs� 1384 �2� �C1� 	s CH3

1339 vvw �C1� 1337 vvw �Cs� 1338 vvw 1339 w 
 CH2

1290s 1287 s 1287 vs 1287 �9� �s CF3

1273 sh 1274 sh �Cs� 1253 sh �C1� 1274 vs �Cs� 1254 s �C1� 1273 �6� �Cs� 1253 �3� �C1� �
 CH2

1214 vs 1210 vs 1205 vs 1206 �3� �a CF3

1187 vs 1164 vs 1158 vs 1171 �2� �a CF3

1061 sh �Cs� 1056 vvw �C1� 1060 w �Cs� 1054 sh �C1� 1062 m 1060 �19� � CH3

1051 vw 1051 vvw 1051 w 1052 sh � CH3

995 w 998 w 1000 w ¯ � C�7�uC�10�

957 vs 956 vs 955 vs
975 �5� �Cs�
955 �3� �C1� � C�1�uC�2�

800 ¯ 776 w �Cs� 760 m �C1� 760 �9� � CH2

749 745 m 741 744 m 744 s 744 �30� 	s CF3

703 vw 695 w 695 m ¯ � CvO out-of-plane
673 vvw �Cs� 664 vvw �C1� 668 vw 683 w �Cs� 664 w �C1� 685 �10� �Cs� 664 �35� �C1� � C�2�vS�14�
597w �C1� 591w �Cs� 595 m 595 s 596 �14� � SuC�7�
533 w 546 sh �Cs� 538 vvw �C1� 547 sh �Cs� 539 m �C1� 538 �14� 	a CF3

511 vw 510 vvw 511 m ¯ 	a CF3

404 �13� � CvO in-plane
371 sh �C1� 360 �9� �Cs� 	 C�2�S�14�C�7�
313 �13� �C1� 295 �13� �Cs� 	 S�14�C�7�C�10�
262 �3� �C1� 250 �4� �Cs� � CF3

220 �14� � CF3

210 sh � CH3

125 �2� 	 C�1�C�2�S�14�
98 �16� � S�14�C�10�

ash: shoulder; s: strong; w: weak; m: medium; and v: very.
bRelative band heights in parentheses.
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CH3C�O�SCH2CH3. We are studying the last molecule at the
moment and the data used here are results of the theoretical
calculations and from the paper of Nagy et al.48,49

When we analyze the replacement of the trifluoro group
by a less electronegative group such as CH3 or Cl, a decrease
in the CuS bond length is observed, which can be ex-
plained by an increase in the anomeric effect, as
seen for lp�O→��CuS and lp�S→��CvO in
ClC�O�SCH2CH3.47

If we compare the sums of individually determined ef-
fects for Y=H, CH3, and CH2CH3 we observe an increase in
the delocalization as the chain length increases. The chlorine
atom is a special case, as it has a greater electronegativity
compared to the other substituents; this results in a decrease
in the electronic delocalization in the RuC�O�SuY moi-
ety.

A. Vibrational study

The details of the IR �gas, liquid, and solid� and Raman
spectra, together with a tentative assignment, are collected in

Table V. Representative spectra are illustrated in Fig. 7 �IR
spectra of the gas, liquid, and solid� and Fig. 8 �calculated
and experimental Raman spectra�.

The calculated wavenumbers for the 36 normal modes of
vibration of CF3COSCH2CH3 �22 A� and 14 A�� for the Cs

conformer appear in Table VI, where they are compared with
the measured values. The assignment of the experimental
bands was made after comparison with related molecules and
with the results of the calculations.

DFT calculations reproduced the normal wavenumbers
of vibrations with the following RMSDs for each basis set:
65 cm−1 for 6-31G�d�, 56 cm−1 for 6-311G�d,p�, and
53 cm−1 for 6-311++G�d,p�. The results with the combina-
tion B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� were used for the vibrational
analysis to facilitate the comparison of the present results
with those obtained previously for related molecules. At
room temperature, most bands are attributable to the same
fundamental for both conformations. The IR �gas, liquid, and
solid� and Raman spectra demonstrate the presence of con-
formers of Cs and C1 symmetry by the resolution of several
fundamental modes of vibration.

The bands at 2942 and at 2886 cm−1 in the Raman spec-
trum are assigned to the symmetric modes of the methylene
and methyl groups, respectively. These bands are split into
two components in the liquid and gas IR spectra, showing
the presence of the two conformers �see Table V�.

The carbonyl band is extremely sensitive to the conform-
ers present in the liquid and solid phases. In the gas phase we
observed only one band at 1724 cm−1. The pair of strong
bands at 1709–1702 and 1700−1692 cm−1 in the liquid and
solid infrared spectra is assigned to the CO stretching mode
for Cs and C1 conformers, respectively �see Table V�. The
calculated values for both conformers are 1769 cm−1 �C1�
and 1768 cm−1 �Cs�.

B. Calculation of force constants

The force field in Cartesian coordinates, as generated by
the Gaussian program, was transformed to the set of nonre-
dundant natural coordinates defined in Table S11.20 Such co-

FIG. 6. Experimental radial-distribution curve and theoretical-minus-
experimental difference curve for the refinement of CF3COSCH2CH3. Be-
fore Fourier inversion the data were multiplied by s exp�−0.000 02s2� / �ZO

− fO��ZF− fF�.

FIG. 7. Infrared spectra in �a� the gas phase �path length of 10 cm, 5 torr�,
�b� the liquid phase �room temperature�, and �c� the solid phase of
CF3COSCH2CH3 �resolution: 1 cm−1�.

FIG. 8. Infrared and Raman spectra of liquid CF3COSCH2CH3 at room
temperature.
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ordinates take into account the local symmetry around the C
and S atoms and follow the proposals of Fogarasi et al.33 The
resulting force field was subsequently scaled using the
scheme proposed by Pulay et al.,35 and the initial scale fac-
tors were defined using unity for all modes, as shown in
Table S12.20 These scale factors were subsequently refined
by the nonlinear least-squares procedure to fit the experimen-
tal frequencies.

The refined scale factors corresponding to each force
constant appear in Table S12,20 while the resulting frequen-
cies, RMSD final value, and the potential-energy distribution
are reported in Table VI. It can be seen that only half the
modes have a participation of 50% of a single coordinate,
whereas other modes represent very complex vibrations in
which several coordinates are involved. The SQM force field

�Table S13� �Reg. 20� was used to calculate the internal force
constants appearing in Table VII, which are in good agree-
ment with the equivalent values for CF3CO2CH2CH3,
CF3CO2CH2CF3 and CF3SO2OCH2CH3.50

V. CONCLUSIONS

The optimized molecular geometry and conformation for
S-ethyl trifluorothioacetate have been calculated using MP2
and DFT calculations with different basis sets. At the
B3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� level the free energies for the two
conformers show that the Cs-symmetric conformer was
lower in energy than the C1 conformer by approximately
2.6 kJ mol−1. NBO calculations have been performed in or-
der to justify the preferred conformation of

TABLE VI. Observed and calculated frequencies /cm−1, infrared and Raman intensity, and potential-energy distribution for CF3COSCH2CH3.

Mode Observed Calculateda Calculated SQMb IR intensityc Raman activityd Potential-energy distribution

A�
1 2995 3101 2985 16.74 108.20 97 S1

2 2947 3075 2983 2.77 81.72 98 S2

3 2891 3036 2893 18.95 190.16 100 S3

4 1724 1768 1729 298.35 14.15 100 S4

5 1461 1503 1479 4.80 6.03 100 S5

6 1457 1478 1446 4.01 6.31 90 S6+9 S28

7 1389 1422 1373 4.77 1.29 98 S7

8 1339 1308 1340 37.12 3.66 92 S8

9 1290 1256 1277 105.81 3.86 40 S9+30 S12+30 S14

10 1214 1174 1211 240.10 1.56 93 S10+10 S17

11 1061 1078 1064 11.26 3.82 45 S11+34 S13

12 995 989 977 4.46 3.22 26 S9+11 S12+11 S29+24S16+35 S18

13 957 944 955 306.58 2.65 28 S28+47 S13

14 745 736 754 43.79 8.49 32 S9+38 S14

15 673 672 659 1.51 12.91 63 S15+6 S28+8 S19+9 S32

16 597 588 593 4.50 1.92 27 S15+16 S31+6 S27+7 S12+8 S14

17 533 536 540 5.63 2.00 35 S16+37 S17

18 404 405 413 0.41 2.05 11 S12+12 S16+24 S17+15 S18+13 S19

19 360 335 344 3.39 0.57 23 S18+38 S19+10 S20+9 S32

20 295 281 284 1.43 5.86 11 S12+15 S17+23 S19+31 S20

21 220 215 221 7.68 2.52 92 S12

22 125 118 121 0.37 0.51 20 S18+30 S33+50 S22

A�
23 3005 3132 3009 9.86 21.22 80 S23+20 S24

24 2989 3101 2983 9.59 77.61 20 S23+80 S24

25 1457 1496 1453 10.34 10.91 88 S25

26 1273 1265 1255 0.021 3.86 63 S26+18 S28

27 1187 1154 1191 300.91 2.00 100 S27

28 1051 1060 1048 0.01 2.52 34 S26+35 S28+27 S13

29 776 782 773 3.07 0.06 40 S28+60 S29

30 703 692 714 3.18 0.28 51 S30+20 S12

31 511 504 521 3.95 0.91 11 S30+80 S31

32 250 262 263 2.49 0.28 26 S31+67 S32

33 210 242 216 0.63 0.52 23 S28+21 S33+33 S14

34 98 93 83 0.72 0.68 82 S34

35 31 43 31 0.19 0.13 100 S35

36 10 13 11 0.22 0.97 100 S36

RMSD 50.18 9.55

aB3LYP /6-311++G�d,p� calculation; observed and calculated values in cm−1.
bFrom scaled quantum mechanics force field �see text for further definition�.
cUnits are km mol−1.
dUnits are Å4 amu−1.
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CF3COSCH2CH3. We conclude that the electrostatic and
steric contributions included in the Lewis term tend to pro-
mote the anti, anti conformer, whereas the delocalization
contribution tends to favor the anti, gauche conformer, as
expected from the anomeric effect.

IR and Raman spectra were recorded for
CF3COSCH2CH3, for which 34 out of the expected 36 nor-
mal modes of vibration have been assigned. Both conformers
were observed in the IR and Raman spectra. It was possible
to scale the theoretical force field by taking the observed
frequencies as a basis. The resulting SQM force field served
to calculate the potential-energy distribution, which revealed
the physical nature of the molecular vibrations. The force
constants in internal coordinates were similar to those ob-
tained earlier for related chemical species.
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